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The proper6es of complex ice crystals
are taken from the preliminary MODIS
collec6on 6 habit mixtures dataset with
three orders of crystal roughness [Baum
et al., JAMC, in press]. Mixtures include
bullet roseTes, columns, aggregates, and
hollow par6cles, that have aspect ra6os
varying with size.
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Here, the degree of polariza6on
func6ons
are
sampled
between
scaTering angles of 100° and 155° at ~5°
intervals (typical for POLDER).
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Natural ice crystals generally take on complex aggregated forms. However,
their op6cal proper6es are mainly determined by their volume, projected
area, aspect ra6o and small‐scale surface roughness (Fu et al., 1996; Fu 2007).
As demonstrated in the ﬁgures above, op6cal proper6es of complex ice habit
mixtures, including bullet roseTes, aggregates of columns and single columns,
can be represented by simple equivalent hexagonal par6cles that have the
same volume, projected area, aspect ra6o and small‐scale surface roughness
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The ﬁgures above illustrate the varia6on in the polarized phase func6ons (P12)
and asymmetry parameter with crystal surface roughness δ (lee) and aspect
ra6o (right). Mul6‐direc6onal polarized reﬂec6vity as measured by POLDER is
par6cularly sensi6ve to P12. This allows the retrieval of ice crystal aspect ra6o
and roughness, and consequently the asymmetry parameter, from observed
polarized reﬂectances.
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The retrieval procedure:
1. Seek the aspect ra6o and surface
roughness of a hexagonal column
with a polariza6on func6on that ﬁts
that of the complex ice crystals best.
2. The asymmetry parameter of this
hexagonal column is the retrieved
value ploTed in the ﬁgure.
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Figure boFom leE: As a ﬁrst test, we
apply a simpliﬁed version of the
proposed retrieval algorithm to POLDER
data observed over a large mesoscale
convec6ve system. Ice crystal roughness
(d), aspect ra6o (e) and asymmetry
parameter (c) are retrieved.
The single scaTering approxima6on is
used to simulate polarized reﬂectances.
The measured polarized reﬂectance
func6on is ﬁt by adjus6ng the aspect
ra6o and surface roughness of a
hexagonal column.
Only POLDER observa6ons that include
scaTering angles <120° and >155° are
used (Fig. b vs a). Data are normalized
by their values near 155°.
The proposed algorithm will use look‐up
tables including mul6ple scaTering and
will retrieve cloud op6cal thickness, ice
eﬀec6ve size and asymmetry parameter
simultaneously from combined MODIS
and POLDER data.

• What is the natural varia6on in ice asymmetry parameter, aspect ra6o and surface roughness?

Ice crystal aspect ra6o, surface roughness and consequently asymmetry parameter possibly vary with,
e.g., cloud type, cloud top temperature, and par6cle size. The examples below illustrate observed
varia6ons in polarized reﬂectances linked to varying ice habits.
Figure leE: Polarized reﬂectances vaying with
cloud top temperature as measured during the
CRYSTAL‐FACE campaign near Florida by the
airborne Research Scanning Polarimeter (RSP) over
a deep convec6ve cloud. These suggest aspect
ra6os near 1 for cold cloud tops near the storm
core and more extreme aspect ra6os for warmer
tops in the anvil ouqlow.

Figures right: Interquar6le‐ranges of
polarized reﬂectances measured by
POLDER/PARASOL during the TWP‐ICE
campaign. In the ac6ve monsoon phase
(leE) polarized reﬂectances vary with
cloud top temperature, while during
the suppressed monsoon (right) no
such varia6on with temperature is
observed.

• To what extent are MODIS ice cloud op6cal thickness and eﬀec6ve radius retrievals aﬀected by
natural varia6on in ice crystal habits?

MODIS collec6on 5 retrievals use mixtures of pris6ne ice crystals with varying aspect ra6os (black lines).
Using roughened crystals (red lines, leE) or pris6ne columns with a ﬁxed aspect ra6o of 0.7 (right) yields
signiﬁcantly diﬀerent reﬂectances. The diﬀerences in ice eﬀec6ve radius and cloud op6cal thickness
retrievals using these diﬀerent ice models (black vs red) would be about 20%.
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Figure top leE: This ﬁgure demonstrates
the retrieval of asymmetry parameters of
complex ice crystals from their degree of
polariza6on or P12 func6ons.
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It has long been known that global climate model projec6ons are sensi6ve to the
simulated proper6es of ice clouds, such as those of widespread cirrus. The
asymmetry parameter of the scaTering phase func6on is one of the fundamental
radia6ve proper6es of ice clouds, but no global es6mates of the asymmetry
parameter of ice clouds exist to date. The asymmetry parameter of ice clouds can
be represented in terms of the aspect ra6o and surface roughness of simple
hexagonal ice par6cles. Here we outline a new study that will combine MODIS‐
Aqua reﬂec6vity and POLDER polarized reﬂec6vity observa6ons in order to
obtain a global climatology of ice cloud asymmetry parameters. This climatology
can be stra6ﬁed by cloud op6cal thickness, cloud top temperature and par6cle
size. Here we show some preliminary modeling and retrieval results, and discuss
poten6al error sources.
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We aim to obtain an accuracy of the retrieved asymmetry
parameter within 5%, as required for quan6fying the
radia6ve eﬀect of ice clouds on climate (Vogelmann and
Ackerman, 1995). The results in box 3 suggest this
accuracy can be met.
Possible error sources include:
• Noise and calibra6on: Applying 5% noise or 10% oﬀset
on simulated data used in box 3 does not lead to
signiﬁcantly diﬀerent results
• Ver6cal inhomogeneity of ice crystal sizes and habits
• 3D radia6ve transfer eﬀects
We will inves6gate such errors by the use of simulated
measurements based on results from the NASA GISS
cloud‐resolving model (DHARMA, Fridlind et al., 2004)
that includes size‐resolved microphysics and several
diﬀerent classes of ice par6cles.
• Oversimpliﬁca6on of ice shapes
Some proper6es of natural, complex ice crystal mixtures
might not be adequately represented by simple
hexagonal structures (box 2). This issue will be studied
with simulated measurements based on calculated
op6cal proper6es of complex ice mixtures (thanks to Ping
Yang & Bryan Baum). Also in situ CPI and 2DC op6cal
probes will be used for evalua6on of retrieval results
during ﬁeld campaigns.

o Create look‐up tables of MODIS and POLDER and RSP
band reﬂectances using doubling‐adding for varying
cloud op6cal thicknesses, ice sizes, aspect ra6os and
crystal roughness values.
o Test algorithm on simulated measurements based on
cloud‐resolving model simula6ons
o Apply algorithm to airborne RSP measurements from
several campaigns, and make use of extensive remote
sensing and in situ measurements for evalua6on
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o Apply algorithm to MODIS and POLDER data above
well‐instrumented loca6ons for evalua6on
o Apply algorithm to global MODIS and POLDER data

• Can MODIS ice cloud retrievals be improved using retrieved informa6on on ice crystal

o Report on recommenda6ons for improving
opera6onal MODIS ice cloud retrievals

For MODIS collec6on 6 cloud proper6es retrievals, op6cal proper6es of roughened ice crystals will
probably be used. Also several diﬀerent mixtures of habits will be considered (Baum et al., JAMC, in
press). However, insuﬃcient observa6ons are currently available to eﬀec6vely determine the appropriate
levels of crystal roughness and ice geometries in varying condi6ons. The results of this project are
expected to help making such choices.

o Unfortunately we cannot (yet?) apply it to the Aerosol
Polarimetry Sensor as planned, due to the failed launch
of the Glory mission.

asymmetry parameter, aspect ra6o and roughness?
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